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Executive summary

The choice of IT rack power densities has a direct impact on the capital cost of the data center. There are significant savings in developing a data center with an average rack power density of at least 5 kW per rack, however, densities higher than ~15 kW per rack show no further relevant savings. This white paper analyzes these costs and presents a flexible architecture to accommodate a well-specified density, and discusses the importance of operational policies in enforcing the specification.
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Introduction

The average operating density of data centers today is significantly lower than what has been forecasted. Original expectations were for enterprise data centers to be upwards of 30 kW per rack or more by now. However the average has grown very slowly and today is still in the range of 3-5 kW per rack. Data centers that plan for the forecasted extreme densities will likely run out of IT floor space well before they use up their power and cooling resources. For the majority of data centers, stranded power and cooling capacity is very costly. Consider the simple example in Figure 1.

Figure 1
Example implication to specifying a high density based on forecasts

The implications of specifying a density are often overlooked, but as this example illustrates, it can have tremendous impact on the use of the power and cooling resources. White Paper 155, Calculating Space and Power Density Requirements for Data Centers, discusses the flaws of traditional methods of space and density planning, and provides an improved methodology for establishing these requirements (including excel worksheets).

In this paper, the discussion focuses on the optimal densities, given IT technology trends, the mixed IT environment that most data centers exhibit, and the cost of infrastructure at varying densities. Figure 2 is a summary of the capital cost analysis presented (see Appendix for cost model details). As the figure illustrates, there is a steep decrease in cost per watt from 1 kW per rack to 5 kW per rack, at which point the curve begins to level off. Based on this cost curve, this paper proposes that the optimal average density per rack is 5-8 kW per rack. Deploying the IT equipment at lower densities is much more costly per watt, and deploying higher provides minimal return for the added design complexities injected.

Figure 2
Cost per watt savings diminishes after 5 kW per rack. Cost includes rack, rack PDU, branch circuit, and space.

Since there is always some degree of uncertainty when planning for future IT equipment, it is important that the power and cooling infrastructure be flexible should the density implementation be higher or lower than expected. Planning strategies for achieving this flexibility are also presented.
There are two main reasons why data centers generally deploy equipment at lower average densities than forecasted: (1) mixed IT loads, and (2) IT technology improvements.

**Mixed IT loads**

While it is possible to fill a rack with blade servers and achieve a rack density of 20 kW or more, it is very rare that these racks represent the majority within an IT space. The average is generally much lower when server racks, storage racks, and networking racks are considered. In conversations about density, it is, therefore, very important to be clear if the values discussed represent average or maximum densities. Figure 3 illustrates how this mixed load environment impacts the average density. These values represent a typical enterprise data center.

![Figure 3](mixed_loads_data_centers_average_down)

**Weighted average density = 5 kW/rack**

**IT technology improvements**

Density planning (and capacity planning in general) is a challenge for IT managers because IT technology is constantly evolving. With a typical refresh cycle of 2-4 years, the tendency is to overstate the future need and have a safety margin because of the uncertainty of what IT equipment will be needed and how much it will draw. It is important to consider the following attributes of IT devices:

- Nameplate does not reflect actual power draw
- Power draw of IT devices is not constant over time
- Performance (compute) per watt is improving

It is unlikely that devices will draw their nameplate power ratings. Typically, IT devices draw under 50% of the nameplate power supply rating, with the actual draw dependent on the device configuration. There are tools available to assist in estimating the actual power draw, such as HP's Power Advisor. Both with HP's 1U servers and their Moonshot (as of 2014), it is difficult to configure a full rack that draws more than 10 kW.

---

1. Note – high performance computing or HPC is the exception to this rule.
Power draw of IT equipment varies over time, as the work load(s) on the device changes. The power management systems in modern servers can result in power variance by a factor of 2 or more during typical operation (peak vs. idle). Dynamic power capping in many servers also limits the maximum power draw of a device.

Server chips are improving in performance per watt. Table 1 provides an example of how it has changed from 2010 to 2013. In addition, power draw per rack-U is trending down over time, as Figure 4 illustrates.

### Table 1
Example of server chip performance improvement from 2010 to 2013

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Xeon E5520</th>
<th>Xeon E5-2670v2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cores</td>
<td>4 Cores</td>
<td>10 Cores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>80 Watts</td>
<td>115 Watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average CPU Mark</td>
<td>4588</td>
<td>20516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance / Watt</td>
<td>4588/80 = 57</td>
<td>20516/115 = 178</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. [http://www.cpubenchmark.net/cpu.php?cpu=Intel+Xeon+E5520+%40+2.27GHz&id=1243](http://www.cpubenchmark.net/cpu.php?cpu=Intel+Xeon+E5520+%40+2.27GHz&id=1243)
2. [http://www.cpubenchmark.net/cpu.php?cpu=Intel+Xeon+E52670+v2+%40+2.50GHz&id=2152&cpuCount=2](http://www.cpubenchmark.net/cpu.php?cpu=Intel+Xeon+E52670+v2+%40+2.50GHz&id=2152&cpuCount=2)

Given the current trend of lower or steady chip power consumption, the lack of significant cost savings by going to higher densities, and the industry’s historical habit of over estimating future densities, it seems likely that data centers will not achieve densities higher than 10-15 kW per rack for the foreseeable future. There will obviously be exceptions where the IT requirements drive higher density, but even in those environments the benefits of these higher densities may and should be challenged.
We developed a capital cost model to quantify the cost of racks, space, and power and cooling distribution as the density in a data center varies. A 1 MW data center (no redundancy) was analyzed at average densities ranging from 1 kW/rack to 60 kW/rack, factoring in changes in space requirements, rack type and count, distribution breakers, and distribution cables. We fixed the power consumption at 1 MW for all rack densities which means that every rack draws exactly the same amount of power for a given rack density. This hypothetical power distribution allowed us to exclude the cost impact of rack power variations which we quantify separately in the next section. The Appendix provides details on the methodology and assumptions of the model.

Our sensitivity analysis revealed that three key variables drive the cost per watt density curve from Figure 2:

- The width and depth of the racks
- The type of rack power distribution units
- The number of racks and space consumed

There is a steep decline in cost per watt from 1 to 5 kW/rack because the reduction in rack count and space drives the savings; but as the density continues to increase, the rack count and space savings is countered with higher costs of racks (wider and deeper) and rack power distribution (greater amperage breakers and connectors). There are still savings beyond 5 kW/rack, but it becomes much less significant, and must be weighed against design complexities at those greater densities. Figure 5 illustrates the relationship of the three drivers.

**Capex cost drivers**

Our model did not include the capital cost of bulk power (i.e. UPS, generator) because it is not impacted by changes to the IT rack density. Whether the load is 10 kW/rack x 10 racks or 5 kW/rack x 20 racks, the UPS and generator capacity are unchanged.

Since the pod size (# of racks fed from a PDU or RPP) may change as density changes, the cost of PDUs or RPPs may change slightly. But this is not a significant cost driver in identifying the optimal density.

Rack power distribution cost is a key driver because as density goes up, greater capacity, more expensive (greater wire gauge, larger circuit breaker) rack PDUs must be used to support the equipment. There are natural break points for how much power the rack PDUs can support, given the operating voltage, single or three phase, and the amperage of the input breaker in the rack PDU. Table 2 illustrates these natural break points. White Paper 28, Rack Powering Options for High Density in 230VAC Countries, and White Paper 29, Rack Powering Options for High Density, provide greater detail.
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When 25A (30A in North America) or greater amperage rack distribution units are used, the branch circuits that supply power to the receptacles must be protected by branch-rated breakers located within the racks by code. From a reliability standpoint, many data center operators want to avoid these additional breakers (more failure points), and therefore limit the rack PDU sizing to 16A / 20A. This produces a natural peak density limit of 11 – 11.5 kW per rack.

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>North America Voltage</th>
<th>Single phase</th>
<th>Three phase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20 A</td>
<td>30 A</td>
<td>40 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120 V</td>
<td>1.9 kW</td>
<td>2.9 kW</td>
<td>3.8 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>208 V</td>
<td>3.3 kW</td>
<td>5.0 kW</td>
<td>6.7 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240 V</td>
<td>3.8 kW</td>
<td>5.8 kW</td>
<td>7.7 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe Voltage</td>
<td>16 A</td>
<td>25 A</td>
<td>32 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>230 V</td>
<td>3.7 kW</td>
<td>5.8 kW</td>
<td>7.4 kW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Effect on cooling

Our model did not include the capital cost of bulk cooling (i.e. chiller, cooling tower) because it is not impacted by changes to the IT rack density, for the same reason as bulk power.

A best practice in data centers is to separate hot and cold air streams through containment which our capital cost model assumes. Since the same number of cooling units can be used to cool all racks at all reasonable densities, cooling distribution (room and row cooling) was also excluded from the capital cost curve (Figure 2). Note, at 30kW/rack and above there is a noticeable row-cooler cost penalty. This effect was not analyzed for room cooling.

When hot and cold air streams are not separated through containment, there is a significant impact on the air distribution (CRAH/CRAC) capital cost due to varying degrees of air mixing (dependent on layout and density). When perimeter cooling is used with no containment, the capital cost increases uniformly across all densities up to about 7 kW/rack, above which it becomes more difficult to consistently cool all racks in the space.

When row cooling is used without containment, the cost curve shape would change its slope. At low densities, there is a greater cost penalty for being uncontained since the coolers are located further from the IT equipment they are supporting. As the density increases, the close-coupling effect improves and joins the “contained” cost curve.

### Airflow and density

Air-cooled IT equipment is designed to take in a certain amount of airflow and reject it at a higher temperature. Some equipment requires more or less airflow for a given power consumption (kW). We investigated this relationship between airflow and power consumption because it has an impact on the number of cooling units required to cool the data center. Using data readily available on Energy Star spec sheets, we found a decrease in the CFM/kW as the density increased (see Figure 6). Based on the heat energy formula $^3$, the lower airflow requirement means a higher delta T; and a higher delta T means each cooling unit has a greater capacity, so fewer units are necessary to cool the same total load (kW).

$$ Q \ (W) = 0.176 \ * \ \Delta T \ in \ C * \ CFM \ OR \ Q(W) = 0.316 \ * \ \Delta T \ in \ F * \ CFM $$

$^3$
Sensitivity analysis of the cost model showed that the CFM downward trend was not a driver to the capex and was therefore excluded from the analysis. The analysis assumes 3.54 m³/minute/kW (125 CFM/kW).

Effect on racks and space

As the average density per rack increases, the number of racks decreases (assuming a fixed IT load). Going from 3 to 6 kW/rack, for instance, means half of the rack cost can be avoided. There is a point, however, where bigger racks become necessary because of the cable congestion. Wider and/or deeper racks are more expensive than standard racks, which counters some of the rack quantity savings. This is, in part, why the curve of Figure 2 flattens out above 5 kW/rack.

Along with the rack count savings are space savings within the IT room. Space cost (per sq m or sq ft) varies from location to location, but, in general, is less expensive than the bulk power and cooling infrastructure. It is for this reason that it is better to under-estimate density and strand space than over-estimate density and strand power and cooling.

Guidance for specifying an average rack density

Our analysis suggests the following guidelines for specifying an average rack power density for new data center builds or retrofits:

- An average density of 5-8 kW/rack provides the optimal cost / watt.
- Designing for an average density below 5 kW/rack comes at a cost penalty.
- Designing for an average density above 8 kW/rack provides diminishing cost benefit.
- Above an average density of 15 kW/rack, design complexities outweigh the cost savings.

As densities per rack increase from 15 kW and beyond, there are design complexities injected into the data center project that often outweigh the potential savings. Some of these design challenges are:

- Network cable management
- Power cable management
- Air flow challenges
- Thermal ride-through during an outage
- Rack weight and floor loading
- Additional breakers for greater capacity (amperage) rack PDUs

*Based on the cost analysis findings, the natural break points of rack PDUs, current IT technology trends, and the design complexities that exist for extreme densities, the majority of data centers should design around an average of 5-8 kW/rack with a peak of 11–11.5 kW/rack.*
Operational considerations

In addition to the capital cost, density has an impact on the operation of a data center. As density increases for a given capacity, and the associated space decreases in size, the cooling efficiency is improved because the pipes and ducts now run a shorter distance. And when this distance is shorter, the pump and fan losses are reduced. Cooling efficiency is also improved when the airflow/kW of IT load decreases (an IT trend mentioned earlier), because lower airflow per kW means a higher delta T which increases the heat transfer efficiency of the coolers.

As the density increases, another important consideration is the thermal runtime, or amount of time before the IT inlet temperature exceeds the allowable threshold when a power outage occurs. In general,

- for a fixed capacity (kW), as density increases and the associated space decreases, the thermal runtime trends downward.
- for a fixed room size, as density increases and the capacity increases, the thermal runtime trends downward.

Containment strategies improve the thermal runtime so that more time is available before the IT inlet temperature reaches critical levels following a power outage. In addition, strategies such as placing fans and pumps on UPS power help address this. White paper 179, Data Center Temperature Rise during a Cooling System Outage, describes this impact in greater detail.

Branch circuit utilization is often increased as density rises. Where in the past, a circuit may have been 50% or less utilized, as density increases, this number could be close to 80% to maximize the capacity of the breaker(s). When less safety margin exists on a particular circuit, more focus must be placed on monitoring, to ensure overloaded circuits don’t result downtime.

Provisioning for uncertainty

Very few, if any, data center operators or planners can say with 100% certainty what they’re rack densities will be years down the road. Based on the degree of uncertainty that exists, there are different “insurance policies” a data center manager may choose:

- **Oversize at the rack level** – Rack PDUs, breaker(s), cables sized to handle expected peak density in any rack within the pod, but the pod will not exceed the average overall.
- **Oversize at the pod level** – PDUs or RPPs, and rack level components are sized to handle the expected peak density in every rack within the pod, but the room will not exceed the average overall.
- **Oversize the entire room(s)** – Bulk power, bulk cooling, cooling distribution, pod level and rack level components are sized to handle expected peak density in every rack within the room.

Since data centers rarely have uniform densities across all racks, we also investigated the cost implication of over-sizing the rack power distribution, the pod, and the entire room to handle peak densities (see sidebar for description of peak density). Going from rack to pod to the entire room improves the density flexibility within the space; however, it comes at a cost premium. Our analysis revealed the following cost implications to over-sizing:

---

**Average vs. Peak Density**

The **average density** is the average across all racks within the space (pod or room).

The **peak density** is the highest rack density within the space that all racks are designed to support.

**Peak to average ratio** is a term used to describe the degree to which these 2 values vary. A ratio of 1 means every rack can draw no more than the average density. A ratio of 2 means every rack is capable of drawing up to twice the average density.
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- Rack level – over-sizing rack power distribution components to handle a peak to average ratio of 2 comes at a cost premium of < 1% of the total data center project (see Figure 7).
- Pod level – over-sizing PDUs and rack power distribution to handle a peak to average ratio of 2 comes at a cost premium of 4% of the total data center project.
- Room level – over-sizing the room to handle a peak to average ratio of 2 comes at a cost premium of 20% or more, depending on the degree of over-sizing.

In general, you should over-size at the rack level when there is a high degree of certainty of densities being deployed, and when policies can be implemented to limit the rack configurations.

Stranding capacity

As the cost analysis showed, the optimal average density is in the range of 5-8 kW/rack. Most data centers naturally fall in this range with the IT equipment readily available, but what happens if the actual density deployed is higher or lower than the designed density?

Consider the following two scenarios:

Scenario 1: Data center is designed for higher density than actually deployed
When a data center is deployed at a density lower than planned, the IT room footprint is filled up before the power and cooling infrastructure has been fully utilized. The example in Figure 1 demonstrated this. This is a common density challenge, as the logic is often to build higher just-in-case. But the reality is, this comes at a cost.

Scenario 2: Data center is designed for lower density than actually deployed
When a data center is deployed at a density higher than planned, the power and cooling capacity is fully utilized, but racks and/or space is stranded.

For the majority of data centers, it is better (less costly) to strand space over power and cooling infrastructure. Therefore, a data center should be designed on the low side of a forecast.

In either case, the stranded capacity can be re-claimed if provisions are put in place on day 1. Best practices to minimize stranded capacity include:

- Design a junction box off the main switchgear so extra capacity can be added down the road without doing hot work or shutting down a portion of a live data center.
- Include spare breaker positions on output of bulk power (UPS capacity) to avoid stranding bulk power capacity, without invasive work or downtime.
- Include spare piping valves to avoid stranding bulk cooling capacity, without invasive work or downtime.
• Deploy IT racks pod-by-pod to minimize stranded racks if actual density is deployed higher than planned.

• If a range of densities is expected, design some pods at higher average densities and the remaining at the average, to more efficiently utilize resources.

• Contain pods for most efficient use of cooling resources.

• Create and enforce density deployment policies, which serve as the rules for how to deploy the IT equipment effectively in the racks.

Prefabricated data center modules provide a level of flexibility that makes them well suited when density is forecasted too high or too low. White Paper 165, Types of Prefabricated Modular Data Centers, provides descriptions and applications for power modules, cooling modules, IT modules, and all-in-one modules. When a data center strands power and/or cooling capacity because the IT space is filled, IT module(s) can be added in a parking lot and tap into the existing power and cooling, using the strategies above to avoid downtime. Likewise, when a data center strands space, prefabricated power and/or cooling modules can be added so that the IT room can be fully populated.
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Although numerous industry reports have forecasted rapidly rising IT rack densities, the majority of data centers are still being deployed at average densities of 3-5 kW/rack. The choice of IT rack power densities has direct impact on the capital cost of the data center. This white paper analyzes costs at varying densities, and concludes that the optimal average density specification is 5-8 kW/rack. Deploying lower average densities results in unnecessary expense; deploying higher often results in unforeseen complexities with little to no return. Since uniform densities are unlikely in a typical data center, designing racks for a peak of 11-11.5 kW/rack, which has a very small (<1%) cost premium, is advised.

The density specification is a key attribute to discuss in the early planning of a data center project. An effective density strategy includes (1) a pod-based architecture that is flexible to allow for peak densities and (2) having provisions in place to deal with the uncertainty of the deployed density.
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Methodology for cost/watt at varying average densities

A 1 MW data center was analyzed at 12 different average densities (ranging from 1 kW/rack to 60 kW/rack) to illustrate the capital cost implications. The analysis used the following approach:

1. **Layout**: For each density, an optimal layout of IT racks, PDUs, and coolers was determined.
2. **Space cost**: Total room space (m² or ft²) was determined based on layout. An assumed space unit cost was used to then compute the total space cost.
3. **Cooling cost**: InRow coolers were configured using cooling configuration tools, with typical street price. Hot aisle containment was assumed when determining the number of coolers needed per pod.
4. **Distribution cost**: PDUs, rack PDUs, and cable lengths were identified based on pod sizes and rack density, and quoted using typical street price. Installation and design costs were also estimated.
5. **Rack cost**: The number of racks was determined from the layout. Rack types (wider, deeper) varied as the density changed. Typical street price was quoted for the racks.

Sensitivity analysis confirmed that the coolers and PDUs were not significant drivers to the cost variation. A simplified analysis was then conducted, factoring in ONLY rack cost, rack PDU cost, and space cost. **Figure 2** of this paper represents the results of the simplified analysis.

Methodology for cost/watt premium for varying peak densities

The chart in **Figure 7** illustrates the cost premium as the peak density varies, given a typical layout of a 1 MW data center designed with an average density of 5.76 kW/rack. Peak-to-average ratios of 1.5, 2.3, 3.5, 4.6, and 6.9 were analyzed. These numbers were based off of maximum capacities of rack PDUs available in the market. The approach used to analyze this was as follows:

1. **Distribution cost**: In order to handle a peak density within any rack within the pod (without violating the average density overall), each rack was configured with a PDU output breaker, cable, and rack PDU that could support the higher density.
2. **Total data center project cost**: The [Data Center Capital Cost Calculator](#) was used to estimate the overall project cost. The premium for upgrading the distribution was then compared to the total.

Data and assumptions

Pricing for PDUs, coolers, rack PDUs, and racks came from existing Schneider Electric products, using typical street price. **Table A1** provides a list of further modeling assumptions that were used in this analysis.
### Assumptions used in cost analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assumption</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IT airflow requirement</td>
<td>3.54 m³/minute/kW (125 CFM/kW) at all densities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution voltage</td>
<td>120V for cost/watt at uniform densities;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>240V for peak-to-average analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space cost</td>
<td>$1614 / sq m ($150 / sq ft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard width / depth racks</td>
<td>For densities &lt; 8 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wide racks (standard depth)</td>
<td>For densities between 8 kW and 20 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wide and deep racks</td>
<td>For densities &gt; 20 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDU to rack PDU cable length</td>
<td>Varies by layout for cost / watt analysis; assumed an average of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10 m (33 ft) for peak-to-average analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooling</td>
<td>Close coupled cooling with containment; all servers are air-cooled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redundancy</td>
<td>No redundancy (1N architecture)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A1